WELCOMING
VISITORS
TO SAFETY,
SECURITY AND
COMPLIANCE
Learn how a visitor management
system supports workplace
safety, security and helps
with compliance for
your organisation.

A VISITOR MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM PROTECTS YOUR
EMPLOYEES & YOUR VISITORS
In this day and age of VoIP, virtual video conferencing and
flexible work from home mentality, it could be easy to
conclude that face-to-face business meetings are no longer
relevant. While physical distancing is expected to last for
some time as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and
a crucial part of a new business as usual, there will
always be the need for face-to-face meetings, as you
will learn in the next chapter. As visitors to your
office come and go, there are risks - no matter
how small - as they have made potential contact
with your building and employees within it. It
is your responsibility to comply with safety,
security, health and data privacy laws to
protect your visitors and employees from
viruses, possible injuries and other risks.

Hadleigh Ford
SwipedOn CEO
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INTRODUCTION
There is no substitute for faceto-face human interaction,
whether in developing
interpersonal relationships or
building professional networks.
Despite the options for virtual
conferences, and remote
working culture as a result of
the pandemic, face-to-face
meetings will continue to be
a necessity in business.

After shifting to remote work,
the average weekly virtual meeting time

INCREASED

We’ll let the numbers speak for themselves:
83% of Americans working from home as a result
of COVID-19 say they miss in-person meetings
and 78% plan to attend as many or more inperson meetings when it is safe to do so.
In the U.S. 84% of business leaders agree
employee productivity is highest when people
meet face-to-face.
42% of Australian employees say face-toface interaction makes it easier to work
with colleagues.
In Australia, 86% of employees have
experienced problems with remote meetings
including poor structure, lack of purpose, and
lowered engagement.

10%

translating to an

ADDITIONAL
3 MEETINGS

per week per employee.

Despite the global pandemic, Europe (2.1%),
North America (1.6%), and Asia Pacific (1.3%)
increased annual meeting spend and frequency
in 2020.
When in-person gatherings are no longer
restricted, 15% of planners anticipate more
in-person and hybrid meetings than before
COVID-19.
Two thirds of professionals from Germany, the
UK and U.S. prefer face-to-face meetings, believe
it’s easier to make important decisions, and help
them understand other’s opinions better.
While it can be argued that some of these meetings
are unnecessary, there are several business benefits
that can’t be ignored. According to HubSpot:
Face-to-face meetings generate 13 ideas
compared to 10 ideas created when meetings are
held remotely.
Almost 100% of businesses agree face-to-face
meetings are essential in building long-term
business relationships and networks.

As businesses reopen their doors and an increased
number of people enter and exit your office every
day, it is your responsibility to maintain a high level
of workplace safety, security and data privacy to
protect both your workforce and your bottom line.
Office visitors are outsiders and it would be naive
to assume that all of them are entering your office
premises on official business, or that they have not
come into contact with viruses that may pose a risk
to your business.
For example, several banks in Eastern Europe were
victims of a cyber attack with losses totalling to tens
of millions. According to authorities, the hackers
were able to gain access into the banks’ networks by
physically implanting hard disk drives. Investigators
believe the hackers pretended to be regular visitors.
Amidst all these, where does a modern visitor
management system come into play?

9/10

professionals prefer small
meetings as a commincation tool.
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VISITOR MANAGEMENT RELATED
LAWS IN FIVE COUNTRIES
At this point, you might be thinking:
“Well, a visitor management system
is a nice-to-have, but my paper
visitors’ book does the job.”

Your paper visitors’ book could be the simplest method
to track who’s coming in and out of the office, but it
does not meet the highest standards regarding safety,
security and data privacy. Nor does it offer a simple
and effective way to carry out contact tracing, should
the need arise. In fact, you could be violating certain
laws and regulations, or you may not be meeting
recommended measures at the very least. Let’s
look at some applicable laws and regulations in five
countries that affect how you implement your visitor
management systems.

United States

Canada

There are many different visitor management-related
laws in the US that some organisations are required
to comply with depending on the industry that they
operate in, such as the C-TPAT (Customs-Trade
Partnership Against Terrorism).

The Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and
Safety requires all offices to do “Due Diligence.”
This includes having written health and safety
policies in place.

A modern digital visitor management system will go
a long way in supporting your compliance efforts for
these regulations by doing things such as:
Digitally recording signed NDA’s or legal documents
during check-in.
Adding an extra layer of security by capturing visitor
photos in real-time.
Collecting visitor movement data to keep track of
who’s visiting your site, as well as giving you the
ability to create detailed reports with the
information you need.

According to the law: “Employers must also
ensure that all people who are at the workplace
are included, such as contractors, visitors, students/
interns and volunteers.”

United Kingdom

Australia

The General Data Protection Regulation is the
most well-known law in the UK that affects visitor
management. At first, there was a misconception
that the GDPR only applies to data collected online,
but it applies to all personal data, including visitors’
information that offices collect. We will take a closer
look at GDPR in the next chapter.

The Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) Act 2011
outlines the legal responsibilities of business
owners to implement health and safety practices
in their workplaces. If you conduct business down
under, you need to ensure that your workplace
doesn’t create health and safety problems for
your employees, contractors, volunteers, visitors,
customers or the public.

Aside from the GDPR, the Health and Safety at Work
etc Act 1974 legally obligates businesses to ensure
the health, safety, and welfare of people who are not in
its employment but could be affected by its business
activities. This involves making visitors aware of the
risks that they may be exposed to while they are in an
office premise and guidelines on what they can do to
ensure their safety and security including taking the
outlined action to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

New Zealand
In 2013, the Independent Taskforce on Workplace
Health and Safety revealed that New Zealand’s
workplace health and safety systems were failing
compared to other countries such as the UK and
Australia. In response, the Health and Safety at Work
Act 2015 was created. It was implemented in 2016.
According to WorkSafe New Zealand: “A guiding
principle of HSWA is that workers and others need to
be given the highest level of protection from workplace
health and safety risks, as is reasonable.”

Three Common Denominators
While different in policy specifics, there are common
denominators across these workplace safety laws:

1

The need for businesses to ensure the safety
not just of its employees, but also the visitors
within its office

2

The need for written and clear health and
safety policies

3

The need for visitors to understand and
uphold these policies

How does a visitor management
system help facilitate this?
We’ll give you in-depth tips later. First, let’s take a
closer look at another big consideration in visitor
management: data privacy.
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A CLOSER LOOK AT GDPR & HOW YOUR
PAPER VISITORS’ BOOK COULD BE
VIOLATING THE LAW
Arguably, the biggest
misconception surrounding the
implementation of the GDPR
is that it’s only applicable to
personal data collected online.
This is of course, incorrect.

The GDPR is platform-agnostic, this means as long
as you’re collecting personal information, you are
covered by the GDPR (of course, if you are within the
scope that the law covers).
If you’re using a paper visitors’ book, you are
collecting personal data. Therefore, your paper
visitors’ book should be GDPR-compliant.
Shocked? That’s okay. You’re not alone.
The first step is to understand the provisions under
the GDPR and how you could be violating the law by
using a paper visitors’ book.

According to the GDPR, when
collecting data, “consent should
be given by a clear affirmative
act establishing a freely
given, specific, informed and
unambiguous indication.”

How does a visitor management system help an
organisation comply with this GDPR provision?
Contrary to a common misconception surrounding
GDPR that explicit consent needs to be given from
every visitor upon sign in, the law states that you
don’t need to get consent in every situation when
personal data is collected for the legitimate
interest of the data controller (as long as it’s done
without unjustified adverse effects on the
individuals concerned).
A digital visitor management system gives you
legitimate justifications for personal data collection
namely:
Physical security procedures
Data security procedures
Health and safety procedures

“Due to GDPR and health and safety, we
needed to move away from our old visitor
book which had to be locked away each
night to protect the data inside. No more
having to hide the book, we now have GDPR
compliant visitor records with SwipedOn.”
SwipedOn user
Capterra

Limited Data Collection
The GDPR stipulates: “Personal data must be
adequate, relevant and limited to what is
necessary in relation to the purpose for which
they are processed.”
Unless you’re using a different visitors’ book for
every visitor category, you are most likely collecting
the same information across the board which
violates this provision in the GDPR.

Storage Limitation
The storage limitation principle of the GDPR states:
“Personal data shall be kept in a form which permits
identification of data subjects for no longer than is
necessary for the purposes for which the personal
data are processed.”
How is a paper visitors’ book non-compliant to this
rule? The common practice is to use a paper
visitors’ book until it runs out of pages. This could
take a week, a month, or even a year, depending
on the number of book pages and the number of
visitors to your office. This means that you could
be storing your visitors’ personal information longer
than necessary.

Right to be Forgotten

Security & Data Recoverbility

According to the GDPR: “The data subject shall
have the right to withdraw his or her consent at any
time.” It further states: “The data subject shall have
the right to obtain from the controller the erasure of
personal data concerning him or her without undue
delay and the controller shall have the obligation to
erase personal data without undue delay…”

According to the GDPR: “Personal data should be
processed in a manner that ensures appropriate
security and confidentiality of the personal data,
including for preventing unauthorised access to or
use of personal data and the equipment used for
the processing.”

It is almost logistically impossible to comply with
this GDPR requirement with a paper visitors’ book.
Tearing a page from the logbook or erasing their
personal data entry won’t cut it.
There’s also the case of multi-tenant buildings. If you
lease an office space in one of these complexes, the
control you have over the logbook your visitors are
asked to sign when entering the premises is limited.
Plus, do you know what happens to the visitor books
when they’re full? Are they stored somewhere safe
to protect the data? Probably not.

Paper logbooks cannot be encrypted nor can they
be password protected.
Also, a paper visitors’ book can be misplaced
or stolen.
In addition, the data protection act requires “the
ability to restore the availability and access to
personal data in a timely manner in the event of a
physical or technical incident.” It is unlikely that you
will be able to comply with the data protection act
with a paper visitors’ book. Creating multiple copies
isn’t a practical option.

COMPLIANCE
How can SwipedOn help your
business meet regulatory
compliance requirements?
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GDPR, ITAR, CCPA, CTPAT, FSMA - is your head
swimming with all the different acronyms relating
to security compliance? Are you feeling a little
overwhelmed facing the mammoth task of
ensuring your company is addressing all of their
compliance requirements?
We’ve got some good news - SwipedOn’s visitor
management platform is the perfect tool to support
your business on your compliance journey. As an
international company working with businesses from
a wide range of industries, we are well-equipped to
offer the support you need to comply with the
following list of common compliance standards
via our customisable platform.

ITAR
What is ITAR?
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) controls the
export and import of any defense-related services, articles
and technologies defined under the United States Munitions
List (USML).
In short, if a company does business of any kind with the US
Military then it must be compliant with ITAR. The flow-on effect
of this is that more companies are requiring their supply chain
members to be ITAR compliant as well. So if you fall into any
of these five categories: Wholesaler, Contractor, Tech/Software
Provider, Distributor, or Third-Party Vendor to the US Military then
you will be required to comply with ITAR’s rules.
As ITAR’s main purpose is to prevent unauthorized access to data
by foreign nationals, your visitor management is an important
component in ensuring compliance. It is your responsibility to
ensure that sensitive information isn’t accessible to just anyone SwipedOn is the perfect tool to help you do just that.

SwipedOn helps you to comply with ITAR by:
Enforcing mandatory registration of all visitors
and contractors on arrival. Pre-registration can be
enforced if required so you’re always aware ahead of
time who will be visiting.

Sending automated notifications either by email or
SMS to hosts so they’re aware of visitor’s arrival.

Enabling you to customize specific check-in
questions to ascertain the purpose of the visitor and
what type of authorization they will need.

Providing access to visitor history and their timestamped movements in and out of your business for
audit or reporting purposes.

Capturing every visitor’s digital signature on any type
of legal document or NDA that you wish them to
comply with whilst visiting your business.

Exporting any data required for insurance or auditrelated queries.

Printing custom visitor badges with photos, security
access and any further detailed information for fast
identification and authorization.

Allowing you to screen every visitor before approving
or denying entry onto the premise.

FSMA
What is FSMA?
Enacted in 2011 by the FDA (Food and Drug
Administration), the Food Safety Modernization Act
(FSMA) main focus is to make food handling safer in
the United States. This protection of the food supply
chain process and food-related safety issues includes
who has access to food production sites and when. For
your business to comply with this act you’re responsible
to ensure that visitors or contractors are complying
with the safety regulations of your site, whilst also
feeling welcomed and safe at the same time.

SwipedOn helps your business
comply with the FSMA by:
Allowing administrators to pre-register all visitors
and contractors.
Documenting responses to Q&A’s for health and
safety guidelines - and allowing administrators
to deny visitors that don’t meet particular
health requirements.
Ensuring visitors agree to your business Health &
Safety policy on arrival and their digital signature is
documented/collected.
Documenting the provision of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) as required for visitors.
Printing detailed custom visitor badges for
identification and authorization.
Offering secure cloud storage of your visitor data.
Offering the ability to easily track and export visitor
data for reporting and audit purposes.

GMP
What is GMP?
Good Manufacturing Practises (GMP) help ensure a
quality product by implementing best practices, which
have the force of law, to require manufacturers of food
and beverages, cosmetics, pharmaceutical products,
dietary supplements, and medical devices to follow
certain regulations. The main aim of these regulations
are to protect the consumer from purchasing a product
which is not effective or even dangerous.

SwipedOn assists your company
with meeting GMP requirements by:
Keeping track of visitors/contractors/employees
and their movements.
Ensuring hazard notice compliance with custom
questions that must be answered.
Assisting with induction management.

C-TPAT
What is C-TPAT
Launched in 2001, the Customs-Trade Partnership
Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) is a voluntary partnership
program led by the United States Custom and Border
Protection Agency (CBP) that aims to strengthen and
improve U.S. border security whilst also improving
companies’ supply chain processes with respect to
protection from terrorism.
If your company wants to achieve C-TPAT certification
you will need a documented process to ensure that your
international supply chain is determining and reducing
risk.

SwipedOn assists you to implement appropriate
security measures required under C-TPAT, such as:
Providing controls to prevent unauthorized entry to
facilities.
Each location’s gatekeepers (security and/or
reception) have full visibility of all authorized people
- this includes visitors, contractors, suppliers and
employees.
Proof of identification can be captured at sign-in and
any other necessary information, creating an audit
trail of all entries and exits.
Administrators can set rules for pre-registration so
that visitors are pre-authorized before they arrive
with access being denied if they’re not.
The host is automatically notified of a visitor’s name
and details via email and/or SMS upon sign-in.
Administrators can also set rules that require the
host to authorize the visitor before entry is approved.

Providing the ability to ensure the positive
identification of all employees, visitors and
contractors at all points of entry.
The personally identifiable information that is
required on entry to your business is customizable
and can include name, organization, email address,
phone number, photo, identification type and more.
On arrival their entry can be denied if their
certifications, approvals or qualifications have
expired.
Offering a system for employee identification to be
in place for positive identification and access control
purposes.
Using our Active Delivery sync to maintain your
employee list means that there is always a ‘current’
list of employees and their profile info available in
the system to be viewed by the gatekeeper when the
respective employee requests entry to a facility.
Enabling employee photos on sign-in.
Supporting a facility’s policies around issuing visitor,
contractor and employee badges - including the ability
to have a badge returned field that security/reception

could monitor to ensure all badges are returned by the
end of the day.
Ensuring that visitors provide photo identification for
documentation purposes upon arrival - this can be
captured on entry.
Offering the ability to print badges which can include
info such as name, photo, organization, date and
time of visit, and more.
Sending visitor arrival notifications via email and/or
SMS to the host via the app.
Offering the ability to require an administrator to
authorize a visitor for entry before they’re issued
with a visitor badge.
Retaining historical records of all entries and exits from
facilities so that audit records are available indefinitely
and can be exported in a timely manner.
Supporting multiple entry points and data sharing
between security guards/reception/concierges via
the SwipedOn dashboard so that all gatekeepers can
monitor who is in the facility at any given time.
Allowing for the arrival and dissemination of packages
by the gatekeepers via the Deliveries add-on.

CCPA
What is CCPA?
A relatively new Act launched at the beginning of 2020,
the California Consumer Protection Act (CCPA) is
designed to give consumers greater control over their
personal data and the right to know which businesses
are using it. The act’s four primary goals are that as
a consumer and patron you can be afforded to own,
control and secure your own personal information and
in doing so hold big corporates accountable.

SwipedOn assists your company to comply with the
CCPA by:
Offering you a full audit trail and reporting functions
via our data export option.
Offering you the ability to add in a clause to your
Data Privacy Policy that will ensure anyone signing
into your company is giving explicit consent for
their information to only be used by your visitor
management app and confirming that it will only be
processed in accordance with the highest safety and
security standards.
Allowing administrators to anonymize visitor data to
ensure that no personal identifiable data is kept for
longer than it’s needed, or deleted when requested.
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CHECKING INTO A SAFER WORKPLACE
How a contactless visitor
management system supports
workplace safety, security &
data privacy

A brief disclaimer
A contactless visitor management system (VMS) will
not solve all your safety, security and data privacy
problems. It is one of the most important risk-mitigating
measures that you can put in place. However, to
set your expectations, installing a VMS will not
solve everything overnight. It’s part of a larger, more
integrated visitor management strategy that your office
or workplace needs to implement.
That said, here are six key ways which a VMS can
promote workplace safety, security and data privacy —
plus the implications of not having a well-thought-out
VMS in place.

A Visual Deterrent Against
Potential Threats

Giving Employees Accountability
Over Their Own Visitors

A study conducted in Philadelphia showed that the
installation of public CCTV cameras was able to reduce
crimes by 13%. While a VMS isn’t exactly in the same
classification of security devices as CCTV cameras, it
serves as a visual deterrent against visitors who are
potential threats to your safety and security.

Advanced visitor management systems have a
notification feature that instantly alerts your employees
when visitors have arrived on site via email and an
SMS message. A VMS also enables employees to
pre-register their visitors to ensure they are entering
your office premises for official business. Making your
employees accountable for their own visitors increases
security. If something goes awry, you know which
employee brought in a specific visitor.

The implication of not having a VMS: An unstaffed
lobby or a workplace reception with no visible visitor
access control is an invitation for troublemakers to
come in. At the end of the day, people are more inclined
to do bad things when they know that no
one’s watching.

The implication of not having a VMS: Knowing which of
your employees invited certain visitors provides a basic
level of security. Not having a VMS makes it easier for
ill-meaning individuals to enter your facility.

“We can now track our employees when
they are onsite and ensure all visitors
are assigned a host responsible for their
safety through the visitor sign in process.”
SwipedOn user
G2 Crowd

Capturing Digital Agreements for
Safety, Security and Health Policies

Restricting Visitor Access to
Sensitive Areas

If you do your due diligence in providing a safe
workplace for your employees and visitors, your next
responsibility is to make sure that everyone in your
office premises understands the rules they need to
follow. A VMS allows visitors to easily read your health
and safety guidelines utilising a digital form they need
to sign to confirm they understand what your workplace
health and safety policy requires.

By issuing visitor badges, your employees and security
personnel can more effectively identify people who
are not supposed to be in specific areas of your office,
especially areas that house sensitive documents. Using
a digital VMS, it’s also easy to print the type of visitor
on the badge (i.e. contractor, applicant, business visitor,
family, etc.) so your employees and security personnel
can easily identify whether a person is authorized to be
in a specific area in your site premises.

Another recommended best practice is to add a
paragraph in your visitor agreement that clearly informs
your visitors on how you are intending to use their
personal data and enabling them to give their consent
by digitally signing the document. This bolsters your
organisation’s compliance with GDPR.

The implication of not having a VMS: Without a VMS
and unable to capture your visitors’ agreement to your
safety, security, and health requirements, you won’t be
able to waive liability in case an unexpected incident
occurs due to visitor negligence.
The implication of not having a VMS: Without visitor
badges, unwanted visitors can easily gain access to
sensitive or restricted areas — deliberately or not.

Compliance to GDPR and Other
Privacy Laws
With a VMS, your visitors’ personal data is handled
electronically, similar to how information collected
online is processed and managed. This makes the
entire process more private and secure. It also enables
you to comply with all the articles under the GDPR
specified above such as data recoverability, limited
storage, etc.
Under the GDPR, your visitors or employees can request
that you delete their personally identifiable information.
This is the “Right to be Forgotten” as mentioned
in the previous chapter. It’s almost impossible to
entirely comply with this rule using a physical visitors’
book. However, with a VMS, compliance is as easy
as archiving or soft-deleting your visitors’ personal
data. A digital VMS can also permanently anonymize
personally identifiable information giving your visitors
and employees utmost data privacy and protection.

Below are the other points on how a digital VMS
helps with optimal GDPR compliance:
Under the GDPR, your visitors and employees
should be able to request a copy of the personal
information that you have about them. A digital
VMS has an export functionality that will allow you
to do this.
A digital VMS has fully customisable privacy
settings to ensure that no personal information is
compromised. For example, you can switch off the
“auto-suggest feature” so the name of your visitors
who have recently logged in doesn’t appear as new
visitors sign in. Using the agreement feature of a
VMS, you can lay out the legitimate grounds on why
you are collecting your visitors’ personal data.
Not being able to comply with the GDPR can cost
your organisation thousands if not millions in fines,
not to mention the hassle of going through legal
procedures. Implementing a digital VMS is the best
way to ensure compliance right at your front desk.

The implication of not having a VMS: By sticking to
a paper visitors’ book, your visitors’ personal data will
always be vulnerable to safety and security threats.
Plus, you’re always at risk of being penalised for
violating several data privacy laws.

Headcount During
Emergency Evacuation
During an emergency that necessitates evacuation,
having a cloud-based VMS can spell the difference
between life and death as it can bolster your
emergency SOPs.
In the case of an evacuation, a cloud-based VMS
enables you (or whoever is in charge of visitor and
employee safety management) to pick up the iPad
and manage the operational details efficiently. At the
designated evacuation assembly area, you can use the
data stored in the cloud to account for everybody who
was in your office at the time of the evacuation. Your
iPad becomes your portable roll call database and realtime record keeper during emergencies.

Activating the evacuation mode, a digital VMS equips
your organisation with a comprehensive movement
record of everyone on site and ensures that everyone is
accounted for if you need to evacuate in a hurry.
Further, a visitor management system solution can
provide you with a portable, fully-functioning dashboard
where you can access details about visitor movements
in your facility, which is incredibly useful if you are
managing a huge site.
It also gives you the ability to generate relevant reports
during emergency situations.

The implication of not having a VMS: While a paper
logbook could potentially serve the same purpose in
terms of having a database of visitors to be used for a
roll call, it is not as foolproof or easy to use compared to
an electronic VMS. Likewise, a paper visitors’ book can
easily get lost in the chaos during an emergency with
no possibility to recover the data it contains.

“SwipedOn currently benefits our
business with OH&S by providing
real time evacuation lists and
employee movements. It also
provides a database of all visitors
who have attended our facility”
SwipedOn user
G2 Crowd
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CONCLUSION
The moment your visitors step a foot inside your office,
their safety, security and privacy become your responsibility.
Part of your due diligence is to ensure your visitors know the specific guidelines they need to follow
to avoid putting their own safety and others’ safety at risk. It is also your responsibility for ensuring
unauthorised visitors do not enter your office premises.
As discussed, implementing a VMS in your office won’t solve all your safety and security problems,
but it could serve as your “first line of defence” in mitigating risks the moment visitors arrive. It provides
a wealth of benefits that your paper visitors’ book cannot accomplish.
While maintaining a safe and secure workplace, you are also delivering a positive visitors’ experience
right from your front desk.

Are you ready to revolutionize your front
desk with a smart, digital solution?
Learn more at www.swipedon.com

